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TryOut the New Visual Effects at Photo in Canvas

Customers at Photo in Canvas have been treated to a new set of facilities this month which
allow their photographs to take the form of a number of different styles.

Chester, United Kingdom (PRWEB) December 04, 2011 -- Customers at Photo in Canvas have been treated to a
new set of facilities this month which allow their photographs to take the form of a number of different styles.
Amongst the new editing software are various aesthetic options including Sepia, perfect for creating a vintage
or a retro feel to a photograph. There is also black and white, which can create atmospheric and iconic images
with great ease.

For the more adventurous photographer the site has recently added some effects that can take customer’s
photographs into a different dimension altogether. This includes a cartoon effect, which turns the whole image
into a fun print, full of bright colours. There are also the artist’s effects, which allow customers to imitate the
work of some of the great artists of the 20th Century, including Banksy, the street graffiti artist, or Andy
Warhol, the pop artist famous for his iconic screen prints.

To try out some of the new editing software available at Photo in Canvas customers simply need to visit the site
and upload one of their favourite photographs (Photo in Canvas have prepared a small guide to picking the best
type of shots at their site) and begin to experiment. Naturally, this is a great deal of fun and it’s the ideal way to
ensure that customers can end up with the shot that’s perfect for them. Customers can also benefit from features
such as the VirtualWall, and a cut and paste tool, which allows for cropping and editing before printing. To
visit Photo in Canvas today click here.
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Contact Information
Scott Beaman
Photo In Canvas
http://www.photoincanvas.co.uk/
01244 305088

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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